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QUEERING TERRORISM 

DISRUPTING THE TERRITORIALIZATION OF 
GENDER THROUGH CONVERSATIONS ABOUT 
THE BORDERLANDS OF BODY AND NATION 

LOBAT ASADI & MARIO I. SUAREZ 

INTRODUCTION 

El Mundo Zurdo, the left-handed Anzalduan world, nudges those concepts that 
have been neglected and hidden in normative society to shine light on the issues 
that remain dark, much like that which lurks in the periphery of Anzaldua's 
writing-indigenous wisdom about gender. We, the authors, Lobar, a cisgender 
female, and Mario, a transgender male, investigate post-gender space by disrupting 
modern paradigms about what it means to be in brown bodies that inst ill territo
rial fear over the borders of nationality and gender. These lingering and disturbing 
issues of colonialism continue the oppression of brown women and transgender 
people . We assert that genderism and transphobia exist in our everyday spaces and 
conversations. Heteronormativicy and nationalism alone may have the potential 
to impact identity, but when these norms are questioned through self-reflective 
shadow work, we learn to illuminate those engendered perceptions. Through 
duoechnography, our voices queer gender norms and expose how that queering 
can impact one's identity both with and without societal identifications. Thus, we 
reflect on our friendship as a heightened awareness in the form of binary resistance 
with respect to the interconnectedness of respective gender roles and expectations. 

Anzaldua (23) offers insights about a new indigenous mestiza consciousness 
that emphasizes intersectionalities that emerge from the physical and astral spaces 
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of the borderlands and evoke non-binary paradigm shifts. Simi lar to contro l 
over female bodies, in order to control neoliberal economic gains, geographic 
borderlands have been created to legitimize poverty on one side and encourage 
working class labor under the premise of a more glamorous life on the other side 
of the Rio Grande River (Noguera 314). We argue that patriarchal figures of 
cultural domination have created fictitious explanations of gender which have 
caused binary terrorism in the bodies of people. Women are either fetishized or 
mutilated in order to possess and propel biopolitics (Puar 522) . Thus, we attempt 
to merge indigenous knowledge, while acknowledging it is not monolithic, with 
Western thought that may have appropriated and commodified practices. This 
response comes as a result of the fetishism of the female body that has induced 
personal traumas, thus these power structures that contro l femininity must be 
deconstructed in order to complicate the current issues in gender that we have 
faced. We ask: What are some ways in which two people with seemingly differ
ent upbringings and backgrounds find similarities on issues relevant to ways of 
thinking about engendered discrimination? 

METHOD 

In typical ethnographies, participants state their gender and background to pre
sume a so-called realist account (Denzin 4). That normalizing practice is part of a 
larger "crisis of representation" (Denzin 9) in which anthropo logy and its sibling 
ethnography have used to represent cultural phenomena. After four centuries 
of land occupation and the impact on people of color in North America, we 
have opted to draw upon indigenous knowledges to focus on our intersections 
as participants in this self-study. As gatekeepers of gender non-conformity, our 
respective yet dual self-exploration organically flowed into the shadow work of 
autohistoria-teoda (Anzaldua 169) because it was an intervention "into and 
transformations of traditional Western autobiographical forms" (Anzaldua 9). 
Realizing the potential of this assemblage, we decided to blend cultural and per
sonal biographies with memoir, myth, personal (her)histories and storytelling in 
the form of a duoethnography. 

Duoethnography, conceptualized by Norris and Sawyer, is a methodology 
rooted in post-colonial inquiry that stems from Pinar's process of self-reflection 
in curriculum studies known as currere, in addition to storytelling (Norris 233) : 
"Their stories weave back and forth in juxtaposition to one another, creating a 
third space between the two into which readers may insert their own stories," 
(Norris 234). Through our conversations and re-storying, we discovered how we 
have both been living in "undocumented" bodies. 

POSITIONALITY 

Lobat is a cisgender woman, a naturalized U.S . citizen, hailing from the national 
borders of Iran, and is ethnically half-indigenous to Central Asia-the Lor 
Bakhtiari tribe. Mario is a transgender Latinx man from the Texas-Mexico border, 
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born to a Mexican-American mother and a Mexican father. When responding 
co this self-illuminating urge cowards mutual understanding, both sensed a need 
for a critical friendship to develop as they met walking on the same path-in the 
between spaces. When concepts fail to describe one's state of existence, due to 
their systemic restrictions, spaces of liminality can emerge (McLaren 92). That 
is, we both occupy spaces between two different worlds or cultures. This cross
ing of dimensions, in which our hybrid identities are validated because binary 
dominant normativity does not exist, challenges Anglo structures and territories . 
1hus, border identity is an "anticentering experience" of postimperial spaces, while 

housing cultura l possibility. 
Intersectional (Crenshaw 139) peoples identifying as hybrids ofLatinx, immi

grant, subaltern, and especially transnational women of color, disabled women 
of color, and LGBTIQ+- identifying women of color have been omitted from 
common discourse. When intersectional identities cannot be placed in clearly 
defined binary categories, they may accrue less social and cultural capital within 
a nation (Bourdieu 17). Thus, people who live in the periphery are deemed to 
be inferior or unworthy through unspoken expectations and resultant judge
ment, which results in implicit oppression. 1he authors, embodying int ersectional 
identities, inhabit the crossroads of their identities as a transgender man from the 
borderlands and a non-gender-conforming cisgender woman from Iran-in the 
Anzalduan (243) sense of a Nepantla consciousness. This shape-shifting awareness 
may be a socio-spatial understanding of each one's marginalization. In this way, 
the multiple forms of oppression-social, cultur al, national-that each person 
faced, was palpable. While developing a critical friendship, Mario's and Lobat's 
known yet unspoken spaces of existence emerged as sources of strength . 

THE PHOTOVOICE PULSE STUDY 

Initially brought together in 2016 by a study about the Orlando Pulse nightclub 
shooting in which 49 LGBTIQ+ people were killed, Lobat and Mario became 
inspired by reflections of the participants of the study. After interviewing the par
ticipants, Lobat and Mario shared their feelings with one another about gender, 
sexuality, and "outness." In this way, a parallel track of inquiry emerged and 
resulted in a duoethnography around personal feelings of liminality, queerness, 
and associations with the physical and mental borders of territory. Thus, two forms 
of territorialization emerged in this duoethnography, both of which fall under 
nation building: a) binary enforcement through cultural and medical oppression 
of bodies and b) hybridized identities disrupting the standards of nation-building. 

LOBAT ASKS WHY MARIO DEVELOPED THE PULSE STUDY: 

The Pulse nightclub shooting has produced a different reaction for me (Mario) 
than it might for another person, as I am a Latinx transman from the Texas
Mexico border . I still remember the day I heard about the Pulse nightclub 
shooting in Orlando, Florida. My wife, a cisgender female, and I had traveled 
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to El Paso, Texas, for my top surgery with one of the premier surgeons in 
Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua . Upon hearing of the news of the massacre, I 
remember crying at night for several days, watching the news and my social 
media newsfeed, hearing the stories of the victims. That could have been me 
or any one of my friends. I have always sought refuge in the lesbian and gay 
community, so I was drawn to this study in order to further understand how 
my LGBTIQ+ siblings processed their grief after the event. 

SSGA 

MARIO ASKS LOBAT WHY SHE WAS DRAWN TO LGBTIQ+ RESEARCH: 

1he Pulse study was like witnessing love conquer violence. I (Lobar) had wit
nessed how gender norms and human sexuality have been fought way before 
my own realizations by courageous, non-heteronormative souls such as those 
I was interviewing for Pulse. 1hrough this work, I realized I have always ques
tioned my expected role(s) and desires as a woman. Thus, I began to question 
whether in fact they were mine or the result of environmental brainwashing. 
I was inspired by the brave participants in the study and wanted to face my 
gender after having a hysterectomy in 20 16. If the womb has been removed, 
what is the female body comprised of? Clearly, it is a bag of hormones coupled 
with societal expectations. When modern medicine removes these reproductive 
parts, they are, arguably, also removing the physical constructs of the female 
gender. Yet, we are still expected to perform and present as women. 

TOWARDS NEPANTLA 

Nepantla is a space where the queer become entrenched and thrive, and the path

way for artists to become shamans (Anzaldua 181). Anzaldua describes nepantleras 

as people who are mediators that can assist the passage into other worlds. For 

Anzaldua, that third space may be unsafe but can also serve as a bridge where 

humans may find they have more in common with each other than previously 

anticipated (The Gloria Anzaldua Reader 243). 

Mario asks: "Is Nepantla a transition toward something? Is it okay for a person 

to remain in transition forever? In a way, is society working towards something 

that might not exist in the neo-colonial world?" 

Lobar responds: 

Yes. 1he neo-colonial is meant to be closed off with defined, albeit arbitrary 
borders. Yet, Nepanda seems like an organic place you cannot access forcefully, 
that is why Anzaldua said borderland artists could enter it. So, I am intrigued 
by the point you make about remaining in it. Have we always been ambigu
ous? We both suffered until we became comfortable with gender ambiguity, 
however. It is just that we are okay with that ambiguity at this point in our 
respective lives. I see that we both thrive in this intersection, yet the outside 
world struggles and thus we remain in Nepanda. For me I think it is also a 
place of refuge. 

Labat Asadi & Mario I. Suarez 

MARIO INTERROGATES THE SOCIO-SPATIAL UNDERSTANDINGS OF 
NEPANTLA: 

Some people prefer staying in that in-between for different reasons, some 
societal, some physical- those in third gender and with gender nonconform
ing identities. As such they are able to genuinely and safely be themselves. In 
El Mundo Zurdo, it could well be that one is always in a state of transition 
working towards something that we might never get ro, whether it be equality, 
gender, anti-racism, or something else. How do you feel, Lobat, about being 
ambiguous in the neo-colonial world? Would you prefer to stay in Nepantla? 

LOBAT ADDRESSES RESIDING IN A SPACE PERCEIVED AS BEING OF 
CONSTANT TRANSITION: 

While I am content with my decision to not procreate, not being able to 
fit into that maternal category causes judgment or I am simply om itted. I 
conceive of myself as post-female now and as such I seek refuge in Nepantla. 
Furthermore, I find that in la frontera where the transborderists reside, I 
can sit comfortably within that ambiguous space. Ironically, it is within this 
indeterminate vortex that I feel I am at home. I become lost in my memories 
of the deserts of the Middle East and recollect my father's stories about our 
tribe who lived off the land. The borders and barriers I live with today as a 
North American and as a woman confine me. 

SKIN WALKERS 

Over one year of such conversations, Mario and Lobar shared creation stories 

and discovered that they both dwelled within Anzalduan Mundo Zurdo, not as 

touristic trespassers, but as permanent residents constructed by a spell chat was 

both physical and spiritua l. They inhabited this space for different reasons, yet 

these very differences have become a source of comfort, too, so they stayed within 

the membranes of this Nepantla cell, exp loring and comfort in g one another and 

have yet to leave. Mario, born of the borderlands, physically and spiritua lly, grew 

up within liminality as he always wanted to physically look more like his brother 

and not be confined to activities set for little girls. On the other hand, Lobar never 

felt like she fit into America nor that Iran was her home. She lived between and 

betwixt notions of home, identity, and, as she wou ld later discover, heteronormativ

ity. In fact, both had been living under highly policed, regulated, and monitored 

borders of so-called normativity within neoliberal borders of nationalism. Yet, 

in order to survive in the neocolonial world, they both respectively learned how 

to become skinwalkers. 

An elder in the Lipan Apache tribe, Julia Nava, defined the skinwalker phe

nomenon as a person who is walking as a human on Earth, bur is unconscious 

about what is h appening to the planet because they are not fully awake. According 

to Nava, this is because they have "fallen in love with themselves as skinwalkers 

and perceive themselves as their assigned human skin on this planet" (interview). 

Thus, their ancestral stories have been lost because they desire their material stories 

and power stances more than the genetic , ancestra l memories buried within the 
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fibers of their skin. In a sense, Mario and Lobar may have been skinwalkers at 

one time . Yet, within the physical and astral spaces ofNepanrla, they both faced 

gender rebirrh(s) and unraveled their struggles to emerge as the artists of their 
own bodies and their creators of their own mythologies. 

MARIO DISCUSSES FEMALE SOCIALIZATION FROM A LATINX 
TRANSMAN'S PERSPECTIVE: 

I have always been more comfortable working and speaking to cisgender 
women about my experience. Perhaps it is because I was brought up by mostly 
Mexican females, as a female, on traditional Mexican gender roles. As a result, 
I d1ink I have always had difficulty being open about my experiences with 
cisgender men. I do not get the perception that you, Lobar, "claim to under
stand" me. I think you provide me with a space and an ear that permits me to 
be myself and to understand that while we have different experiences, there is 
a shared similarity. This, in my mind, is a way to move forward with a "queer 
connection," as we both have had ovaries. In my case, I have no need for the 
female reproductive organs in my body, as I do not plan on bearing children. 
So, because I cannot conceive in a "male" way nor impregnate a woman, I 
am not medically perceived as a male. Similarly for you, losing your ability 
to reproduce, in some way, seems to have affected your role of"womanhood" 
in the eyes of society. 

Undergoing a gender transformation for me (Mario), specifica1Iy, entailed 
that I undergo hormone replacement therapy (HRT). However, that is not 
always the case for every transgender person, as, depending on the access to 
resources, funding, education, etc., the person may choose to not medically 
transition. My ability to reproduce as a man was never an option, nor one 
that I intend to pursue in a biological female body. Again, that is not the case 
for every trans person, and I completely support my trans siblings that opt 
to give birth . 

Throughout my journey, I (Mario) have witnessed the extreme discomfort 
that comes from being ostracized as an "other," growing up in the Texas-Mexico 
frontera, not just on my part, but on those who were afraid to approach me in 
the earlier stages of my transition, as they could not determine whether I was 
a male or female. I always felt like I was a part of the land of los atravesados 
without a place to call home or feel safe. After HRT, as I began to be perceived 
more as a cisgender man, I found that it was better for my safety to not have 
to correct people about my gender all the time. The fact was that people's 
perception of me as a man did not incorporate the thought of what was lying 
under my clothing or the hormones medically injected into my body. TI1at 
realization made me understand that you and I have much more in common 
than we initially thought. 

LOBAT ENTERS A SPACE COMMONLY OCCUPIED BY THE LGBTIQ+ 
COMMUNITY: 

It is important for me to not colonize your space and your experience as a 
transgender man undergoing medical and physically manifest revisions to 
the exterior and interior of your body. To explain myself, I was never really 
consumed with child-bearing, while my family and society have been. Thus, 
afrer many years of being told I needed a hysterectomy and could not bear 
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children, I conceded. Soon afrerwards, I began to wonder - ~o_uld this death 
of a birthing opportunity be a rebirth of the Self? My comp~smon of clothes, 
h · d inal{e-up is a theatrical performance that I sometimes enJoy, but I 

alf an . • h b · · h n recognize that it is simply a choice. I am but an entity '.n a 1t1ng a uma 
body in a form of post-gender stasis, when in fact society would h~ve me 
weeping as Llorona. 1 However, you, Mario, are a source of strength or me 
because you proudly embrace your transgender body. 

MARIO POINTS OUT POTENTIAL TRANSMAN AND POST-FEMALE 
DIFFERENCES: . 

While I do agree with you that gender is socially constructed 111 _a way, I do 
not think that transgender people have an option of just presen_tmi beta~e 

e are the gender we know we are, even if others do not see us m t at 1g t. 
;ithin your line of thought, are you saying that transgender men or trans
gender women would also be post-male or post-female? 

LOBAT CLAIMS DESCRIPTIVE TERMINOLOGY FOR HER CURRENT 
VIEWS ON GENDER ARE LACKING: _ 

This awareness is what I call post-female, simply because it feels empowenng :o 
ut a name on it rather than mourn procreation. Yet I cannot put other peop e 

into that space. Given our hormonal differences,_ as clearly_ de~onstrate~ 111 

biological women's abilities to conceive and associated medical mtervent10~s 
of fertilization, there are likely as many genders as there are people. I1~ this 
sense, I feel some kind of kinship to transgend~r people. I also wonder 1f the 
fact that I feel post-female places me in an ambiguous, quee~, Nepand~ space. 
I have developed an awareness that I inhabit this body, meanmg _chat ti11S ~~y 
is ·ust a vessel for me. As such, I am performing for the world 111 the soci. Y 
cc!nstructed ways dictated for this body. I now realize that the_extent to wluch 
I resent myself to the world is based upon gender norms imposed ~n me 
si~ce birth . I am aware that I could wear a sexy dress a~d-get one reac~o~ or 
wear a man's suit and get another, but this gender flmd1ty do~s not "~t 1e;, 
me as it might a transgender person. Ironically, the fact that I mil feel nght 
in m body after surgical changes to my gender helps me u_nde~stand h~w a 
tran/ ender person could feel wrong in their body, pre-medical mter:ent10n. 
May;e I am not alone in this feeling of kinship and gender explor~tlon, but 
the fact that nobody is engaging cisgender women in these conversations keeps 
it our of public discourse. . 

In my post-female identity, I sense a type of gender stasis, wl~ere a~i 
impending gender roles or actions, are suspended. As such,_ you (Mano)i:; k 
met in a similar space, where we can peek behind the curtam at the doc or 
of our social and cosmological origins that assigned our gender(s) by the_ Anglo
Saxon binary epistemologies that we both reside in, in North Amenca. My 
conce t of ost-female existence acknowledges a difference betwee'.1 th_e mental 

d biological constructs of femininity. This aesthetic distance lughlights the 
~~enation that women like me feel within societal constructs . 

ANZALDUA ALSO EXPRESSED HER VULNERABILITIES AFTER HAVING 
HAD A HYSTERECTOMY: 

TI1e doctor played with his knife. La Chingada ripped open, rape_d wit~ the 
white man's wand. My soul in one corner of the hospital ceiling, gettmg thmnet 
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and thinner, telling me to clean up my shit, to release the fears and garbage 
from the past that are hanging me up. ( 1he Gloria Anzaldua Reader 43-44) 

SSGA 

Later, Anzaldua re-storied the myth of Llorona to fit an image of her own life. 
Anzaldua reimages the mythology in a poem, "The Postmodern Llorona," so that 

instead of being destined to roam the Earth and cry for her the children chat she 

drowned, after being left by a man: 

La Llorona attends UCSC, goes on picnics, 
and to the movies. 
La Llorona writes poems. 
TI1e dismembered missing children are not 
the issue of her womb-she has no children. 

(1he Gloria Anzaldua Reader 281) 

The power to re-story oneself in an image that is positive and appea ling rather 

than meeting the expectations of society can be a powerful tool. 

CRITICAL FRIENDSHIPS AS SOCIAL ACTIVISM 

Similarly, while Lobat's and Mario's voices may be unique in the connections 

made about the morphing of their bodies into new images, they may be filling 

a gap of silenced people through this previously undocumented knowledge of 

the connect ivity between a cisgender female who has undergone a hysterectomy 

and a transgender male. To illustrate, Banerjea, Dasgupta, Dasgupta, and Grant 

assert that friendship can be "a mode of disrupting heteronormative ordering of 
life," (1). Lobar and Mario's friendship may have remained undocumented, but in 

order to push fo1ward, we choose to look at the connectivity between a cisgender 
woman and a transman as a form of protest against binary genders and gender 
roles. Binary, heteronormative friendships are not faced with the same pressures 

to be gender- or sex-normative. Thus, by exp lorin g the possibilities of increasing 

awareness about shared experiences between transgender people and women 
who can relate to being non-gender-conforming, an unexpected kinship and 
support system may emerge. Raffo (145) explains that critica l friendship means 
"that literal ly, at the most cellular level, I become a pa.rt of you and you of me." 

Likewise, friendship as critical activism that resists patriarchy's over-lording 

of gender roles must be questioned. Lobat's and Mario's ana logous experiences, 

shared as friends, have bridged the divides that allow for each to embrace their 
respective space(s) in a world that shuns non-binaries. Deeming the act of friend

sh ip between a cisgender woman and a transgender man as transformative work, 

rather than standard responses that are within existent systems, creates a space to 

accept new ways of knowing, continuing, sharing and experiencing friendship. 

Lobar queries critical friendships and wants to capture the process: "What is 

the way to move forward with our intersections of space, body, and societal-ro le 
assignments to create positive, uplifting assemb lages such as ours?" 

Labat Asadi & Mario I. Suarez 

MARIO BRINGS PERSPECTIVE ON CRITICAL ALLIES AS A SUPPORT 

SYSTEM: 
Rather than the way to move forward, I would more than anything suggest a 
way forward, anecdotally, based on our experience working together. In our 
case, you were open to learning more about the queer community via this 
project, and put yourself in a position to be a learner rather than a researcher 
with all the answers. Particularly with queer theoretical perspectives, it is 
important to understand, I think, that there are some of us who fit outside 
the "box," or what is seen as "normal," such as myself- a transgender man, 
assigned female at birth, from the Texas-Mexico border, born into low socio
economic circumstances. In your own way, you also fit "outside the box," but 
in a different way than myself or other queer people. I think that having a 
sensibility that lends itself to not only being empathetic towards difference, 
but embracing it, is a possible way towards the mestiza consciousness that 
Anzaldua talks about in Borderlands/La Frontera. 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

Anzaldua's Borderlands as a compass. These binary gender "contracts" imp act 

biopolitics and nation-building (Puar 436) and are perpetuated by the medi

cal industry and patriarchy. Lobat and Mario look ed for historic and personal 
lived experiences within minds and bodies as a means to heal as we ll as forge 

their friendship. Through these muddy waters, the authors learned that each was 

been formed our respective spirits reaching for surviva l by (re)claiming bodies as 

nepanclerx 2 shape-sh ifter s. Living in chis colonia l realm, instead of being exiled 

to la nepanclerx spaces, between and betwixt, fetishized and hated, pitied and 

scorned, both Mario and Lobar individually claimed nepanclerx lives as legitimate 
existences. Anzaldua, from the Texas-Mexico border, was fascinated by how borders 

present a duality, that is, an us-them dichotomy. Anzaldua writes: 

TI1e U.S.-Mexican border es una herida abierta where the Third World grates 
against the first and bleeds. And before a scab forms it hemorrhages again, the 
lifeblood of two worlds merging to form a third country-a border culture. 
Borders are set up to define the places that are safe and unsafe, to distinguish 
us from them [ ... ] Los atravesados live here: the squint-eyed, the perverse, the 
queer, the troublesome, the mongrel, the mulato, the half-breed, the half-dead; 
in short, those who cross over, pass over, or go through the confines of the 
"normal." (Borderlands/La Frontera 25) 

OCCUPYING QUEER SPACE 

Ahmed describes the normative as something that appears to keep the body "in

line" and as such can be reproduced and retraced with the confines of those lines, 

thus if something appears out of line, it disorients chat picture: 

Queer is, after all, a spatial term, which then gets translated into a sexual term, 
a term for a twisted sexuality that does not follow a "straight line," a sexuality 
that is bent and crooked (Cleto 2002: 13). The spatiality of this term is not 
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incidental. Sexuality itself can be considered a spatial formation not only in 
the sense that bodies inhabit sexual spaces. ( 66) 

SSGA 

The non-heteronormativity of existing outside of a national confine, within the 
borderlands, offers the queer space that Lobar and Mario need to _ge emancipated 
from gender and gender expression dichotomies. Likewise, Puar (632) explains 
that while living in a capitalist world but abstaining from the normative narratives , 
cyborg, or modified, identities avoid social categories determined to dominate the 
body, as does the non-binary status. However, entering queer space by avoid ing 
social categories often disorients expectations and may entang le race. Ahmed (68) 
examines proximity and distance as measures of orientation or disorientation as 
borders placed upon brown bodies in order to place chem within reach of racial 
categorizations by the colonial constructs of whiteness. Similarly, the authors have 
faced this through being tokenized, feared, restricted and/or isolated in social 
discourses that they appear too "queer" to enter. 

Throughout Borderlands/La Frontera, Anzaldua constantly weaves a complicated 
conversation centered around borders, whether it be through the Coaclicue state, 
the mica' y mita', the hieros gamos, or the notion of the new mestiza, all versions 
create a third voice (a third perspective, or anything other than a dichotomy) by 
embracing indigeneity. Anzaldua does this, in part, through a mix of Eng lish and 
Spanish writing, alon g with Nahuatl, with out any translation for the colonizer. 
Instead, she embraces it in a rebellious manner, without regards to whether the 
reader may or may not understand. However, as a new mestiza, she embraces and 
has a "tolerance for ambiguity" (Borderlands/La Frontera 101). As a self-proclaimed 
"homosexual," Anzaldua contends that the role of queer people, particularly queer 
people of color, is to "link people with each other-t he Blacks with Jews with 
Indians with Asians with whites with extraterrestrials" (Borderlands/La Frontera 
106-7). 

LOBAT ADDRESSES BIAS TOWARDS IMMIGRANTS FROM THE MIDDLE 
EAST: 

I cannot tell you how many times I have had to explain my nationality or 
explain my national alliances. I vote, reside in, pay taxes to, and contribute to 

the betterment of the U.S., but because of the color of my skin, my unusual 
name and the fact that I won't lie about my place of birth, people tend to 

question me. I feel as though my entire right to exist is being questioned, being 
that I hail from the "Orient" seems to confuse people further because they 
exoticize, oppress and perhaps fear me and others from my ethnic background. 
Furthermore, I have expectations to behave, worship, reproduce, and enact 
the stereotypes associated with Middle Eastern women, which, as a hybridized 
identity, I am self-confined to. Perhaps my ambiguity and resistance to fit into 
molds is the reason that I feel more at home in the Texas borderlands, a place 
of perpetual strife, change, and a milieu of cultures, than many other places. 

Labat Asadi & /V/ario I. Suarez 

SPIRIT IN THE FLESH: 

In deconstructing how our hybrid identities were able to explore the borders of 
body and nation, we see how flesh was the bridge that we, the researchers, used 
to potentiate a new feminist movement involving women and transgender men of 
color. Cleary, sociopolitica l status, gender roles, and binational identities disorient 
the notions of gender. The reconstruction of socio-political and spatial memories 
in tandem with gender is what Cherrie Moraga names as a "theory in the flesh" 
(24). By interrogating the narratives of our bodi es and including the violence, 
the neglect, and the rema ining wounds, a pedagogy of deconstruction, yet hope, 
is formed as a middle ground. A man-made border presenting a male or female 
dichotomy has created and perpetuated the societal us-versus-them menta lity. In 
fact, people who do not reproduce are perceived as a deficit to society and concepts 
of citizens hip are questioned. Aspirations of dominant globa l security include 
reproduction and high birth races as hegemonic constructs of nation-building. 
Thus, fertility, medicine, and heceronormativity are interrelated constructs oflabor 
reproduction, which reply on the reproduction of humankind, explains Puar (77) . 

Through our experiences as self-sojourners, we identified a third perspective, 
the Coacl icue state, the ambiguity, and dwelled in it long enough to realize that 
there is more that connects us as human beings than we are taught. It is not in 
categories, rather, it is in how we perceive those categor ies, that we are able to 
come to terms that a woman is a woman whether she is born with or without the 
abil ity to reproduce, or with a vagina or a penis, as is a man a man . The societal 
view that only two genders exist, and blind adherence to chis construct, has led 
to bathroom bans, military restrictions, bullying, lack of medical care and other 
unethical treatment of transgender and gender-nonconforming peoples. Ironically, 
che same argum ent from conservatives, who say that cransgender people should 
accept the body they are born into, even though they feel un well, is nullified 
when cisgender women undergo hysterectomies for similar (medical) reasons. 
This brings us to a crucia l conundrum: when gendering a person, what is it that 
we consider-the gender identity or the sexual organs? In fact, Anzaldua's non
binary New Mestiza · consciousness provides a fluidity to gender and even ethnic 
boundaries, which can be defined as bodies, minds, and actua l borderlands. This 
is the place of consciousness where "the Third World grates against the first and 
bleeds" (25). Situating borders as arbitrary ways of meaning-making sheds light 
on the restrictions of current episcemologies. This new consciousness allows us to 
analyze the ways in which we traditionally determine gender and gender roles, so 
chat we can deconstruct chem and reimage chem under applicable lived experiences. 

MARIO QUESTIONS LOBAT ABOUT GENDER NON-CONFORMITY: 
I see the point you are making here, and I get it now. My question to you is, 
do you think perhaps we have to use gender identity, or, our sexual and rep_ro
ductive organs? How about not at all? In effect, wouldn t that be de-centering 
colonial thought, by thinking of this in a neither/all-type of gendering(s)?" 
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LOBAT RESPONDS: 
I think this is a very personal choice based upon the actual body and spirit. 
I would not presume to know how to determine that for other people. For 
me, I think it emerged out of shamanistic means, shadow work, and other 
reflective measures. My father, born in a tent in Central Asia, a mystic and 
conservationist who was profoundly connected to our tribal ancestral land 
and values, guided my belief of the alliance of mind, body, and land. This 
may have set the stage for the hysterectomy to have a profound impact on my 
understanding of gender as territorialization of the body. Furthermore, I always 
recognized that the sacredness of reproduction to my ancestors and the land 
conflicted with my personal lack of desire and ultimate inability to reproduce. 

NAVIGATING THE FUTURE: 

SSGA 

The authors believe that we organically reached for what Anzaldua (1999) calls 
the Coatlicue state through our intersecting states of existence and found that 
we were meeting one another in the la nep antlerx space . It can be perceived as 
pedagogy, as Reza-Lopez, Charles & Reyes (2014) postulate, but we examine 
how the Nep antla plane may be triggered by life circumstances of liminality as 
opposed to a prescribed pedagogy. Mahicantuck, otherwise dubbed by colonizers 
as the Hudson River, is the "great waters in constant motion " or loosely the "river 
that flows two ways." Yet, it must have a parting point in the middle. This point 
may be inaccessible by skinwalkers, just as la nepantla is a space that runs, but is 
invisible to those who do not live under the duress ofliminality and conflict. This 
magical space may have sparked our indigenous ways of knowing and invited us 
into deeper conversations about trust , friendship , and intersectional waterways . 

It is the fear of strangeness, of that which is unknown and difficult to label, that 
causes humans to simu ltan eously abuse and enforce gender. This gender-policing 
behavior fails to assess how the medical industry conflicts with, yet perpetuates, 
gender biases. This combination of surgery and socio-cu ltural labeling coupled 
with epistemo logical theories of gender roles, makes for very restrictive identity 
construction. This volatile blend of physical and spirit ual law and order is debilitat
ing and causes further suffering for millions of people who simp ly cannot satisfy 
their socio-cu ltura lly inflicted obligations. Thus, queer, post-female, transgender 
and even Muslims, Iranian-Americans, Mexican-Americans, and other such mis
understood people fall into "undocumented" categories to be feared and perceived 
as deformations to nationalism. We are alienated at best, and pitied at worst. The 
fact that the word "alien" is a common word to describe immigrants evidences 
this ostracization from humanity . 

Why accept the victimization when immuni ty comes from with in the soul? 
Modern medicine and sociocu ltur al norms shou ld not have the privilege of 
dictating one's body. Any alternatives, such as skin-walkin g, to meet societal 
expectat ion s of reprod ucti on and binary bodies are far from self-affirming for 
so-ca lled, undocumented bodies. Through this shadow work, we articu lated our 
development and instincts about heteronormativity and the patriarchal dominance 
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over planetary and physica l geographies. Instead of being defeated by a~~ormal
. we each saved ourselves by inventing concepts that were more posmve and 1ry, 
a Jicable co our lives. Instinctively knowing that Nepantla was the queer space 
:: were both inhabiting, we reached out to AnaLouise Keating, a former writing 
partner and editor of much of G loria E. Anzaldua's posthumously pu~lishe~ work, 
to address our conceptualization about the add ition of the gender 111clus1ve x to 
Anzaldua's nepantlera . She asserted, "I agree that had GEA lived lon ger, she wou ld 
have gravitated coward the 'x' for 'nepantleras, ' (interview). The authors, through 
reimaging or transgendering each of our respective bodies, escaped into a stream 
of consciousness duoethnography that unraveled each one's gender liberation. 
Much like the revisioning of nepantlera into nepanterlx , our bodies have become 
our own through the (re)construction and empowerment of owning queer space. 

NOTES 

I . La Llorona is a ghost who mourns over the loss of her children in Mexican folkloric stories, 
including Gloria E. Anzaldua's Prietita and the Ghost Woman/Prietita y la Llorona (San Francisco, 

Children's Book Press, 1995). 

2. From chis point on, we opt to use nepantlerx as an extension of Anzaldua's nepantlera that 
may be more inclusive to trans people, nonbinary, and gender nonconforming folks. 
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